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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS
FLOW PATHS - SHUTDOWN
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.1.2.1 At least one of the following boron injection flow paths shall be OPERABLE.
a.

A flow path from the concentrated boric acid storage system via a boric acid pump
and a makeup or decay heat removal (DHR) pump to the Reactor Coolant System,
if only the boric acid storage system in Spe"ification 3. 1.2.8a is OPERABLE, or

b.

A flow path from the borated water storage tank via a makeup or DHR pump to
the Reactor Coolant System if only the borated water storage tank iinpeeffieadei,
3.-.18 b is OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.
ACTION:
With none of the above flow paths OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes until at least one injection path is restored to
OPERABLE status.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.1.2.1 At least one of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
a.

At least once per 7 days(I) by verifying that the pipe temperature of the heat traced
portion of the flow path is > 105°F when a flow path from the concentrated boric
acid storage system is used, and

b.

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or
automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in
position is in its correct position.

(0If the 7 day verification falls during transfers of makeup water or dilute boron solutions (fluid
source concentration of less than 5000 ppmB), the verification period may be extended up to 8
hours after the addition of dilute boron solution has been stopped for a period of at least 8 hours.
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B ORATED WrATER SOURCES
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LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATON
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t. y minimum mavlabaoe neratee water volume ef 911. ga-lieons,
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Žý7875 and:5 13,1251 ppm- -f boren, and

3.

A minimum solutiont temperature oef 10my

The bor-ated water-storage tank (BWST) with-.
I1.

A minimum available borated water-volume of 3,000 gallons,

2.

A minimum boron oneentration of -2600ppm, and

3.
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APPLITAJTBATY MODES 5 and 6
ACTION:
With no berated water sout

vesOFKhxcALE,o suspend all oei: r-ations involving CORE
ALTERATON or- positive reaetivity ehanges until at least ei ie berate water-sourcee is r-estor-ed
to OPERABLE statuts.
•L

SURVEILLANr

4.1.2.
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The
A above required borated water seource shlall be dlemonstr-ated OPER~ABTE"
a.At lpA~.t once. npr 7 rdAjuz h;v

1.

Verifying the available borated water-volume of the source,

-2.

Ver-ifying the bor-on
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DELETED
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ADDITI0NAL CHANGES PREVIOUSLY
i.Seri+: No.PROPOSEDl
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bachi ot the teollowing bar-ated water sourcees shall be OPERABLE:
a

The borie acid addition system (BAAS) v.'ith:
i

P
A

minimu

3 1 1
_avaae borated water volume in accor-dance vvith Fi42nrc
-v-.
-

2.

ztŽ7875 and :5 13,1-25 ppmn of beron, and

3.-'
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, n temp..,..a•JI,
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105T•..

star-age tank (BWAST) with;

•

anid55(0000 rallaas
.Ant av~atan~ie or-ateLe water volumne of between148-778
1
5

2.

>! -2600a-Rd

3.

A mninimum solution temperature of 351T*

7

!52800 ppmn of boronf, and

APT•JLI.,UYI-T': MODES 1, 2, 3 and

4.

a.

With the boric acid addition systema (BAS) inoper-able, r-estore the BAAS-toa
OPERABLE status within 72 hours or-be in at least HOT STANSDBY anad borated to aa
SHUj-DOATI~ MAG equivalenit to I1%AME at 200_? Awithi n. the next 6hurs;
r-estore the BAAS to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in COLD
SHUDOWN~ w.ithin the next 30 hours.

b.

With the BWST inoeperable because of bor-onconcentration or-temp~eraturzenoet within
limits, r-estor-e the BWST to OPERABLE status within 8 houars or-be in at leastHO0T
STANDBY within the next 6 hour-s and in COLD SHUT-DOWN within the following.
30-T•
houT

e.

With the BWST- inopef able for- reasons ether than bor-on concentration ortmcrur
not withinli.its, resto, fe theBWAST to GPER~ABLE status within one hour-or be in at
least HOT STANZDBY 'ithin the next 6 hour-s and in COLD SHUTDOWNO within thý
follov.'ing 30 hours.
DELETED
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41.1.2.9 Eaeh borated ; ater-sour-e shall be demEnstrated OPERABLE:
a. At least once per-7 days by:
!

lerifying the available ber-ated water volume o~f eaeh mwater seurce,

2. Verifying the boroen concentratien in eaeh water souree, and
-3. Verifying the BAAS solution temperatuire.
b. At least onee per 24 hours by ver-ifyinig the BWAST temperatuire when the outsideai
temperature is< 352F.

DE-LETED
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.5.4

The borated water storage tank (BWST)

shall be OPERABLE with:

a.

An available borated water volume of between 482,778 and 550,000
gallons,

b.

Ž 2600 and < 2800 ppm of boron, and

c.

A minimum water temperature of 35*17.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

ADDITIONAL CHANGES PREVIOUSLY
PROPOSED BY LETTER
Serial No. .Z ( 1I Z

Date -L/~z,

a.

With the BWST inoperable because of boron concentration or
temperature not within limits, restore the BWST to OPERABLE
status within 8 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b.

With the BWST inoperable-for reasons other than bbron
concentration or temperature not within limits, restore the BWST
to OPERABLE status'within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.5.4
a.

b.

The BWST shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
At least once per 7 days by:
1.

Verifying the available borated water volume in the tank,

2.

Verifying the boron concentration of the water.

At least once per 24 hours by verifying the water temperature when
outside air temperature <350 F.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
BASES
3/4.1.1.4 MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY
This specification ensures that the reactor will not be made critical with the reactor coolant
system average temperature less than 525*F. This limitation is required to ensure (I) the
moderator temperature coefficient is within its analyzed temperature range, (2) the protective
instrumentation is within its normal operating range, (3) the pressurizer is capable of being in an
OPERABLE status with a steam bubble, and (4) the reactor pressure vessel is above its minimum
RTNU temperature.
3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS
The boron injection system ensures that negative reactivity control is available during each mode
of facility operation. The components required to perform this function, depending on operating
conditions, include (1) borated water sources, (2) makeup or DHR pumps, (3) separate flow
paths, (4) boric acid pumps, (5) associated heat tracing systems, and (6) an emergency power
supply from operable emergency busses.
With the RCS average temperature above 200*F, a minimum of two separate and redundant
boron injection systems are provided to ensure single functional capability in the event an
assumed failure renders one of the systems inoperable. Allowable out-of-service periods ensure
that minor component repair or corrective action may be completed without undue risk to overall
facility safety from injection system failures during the repair period. With eitker the berated
water storage tank (B\I.TST boron concentr-ation or-BWST berated water-temperature not v.4tin
limits, the condition must be cor)reoted in eigh hours. The eight hour limit to restor-e the
temperature or-bor-on concentration to withi limits was developed conlsidering the time requRired
to cehange borona concentr-ation or-temper-atre and assuming that the contents of the B4794T are
r-st1 -i avalbl1e
1
foer.inie oti en.
The boration capability of either system is sufficient to provide a SHUTDOWN MARGIN from
all operating conditions of 1.0% Ak/k after xenon decay and cooldown to 200*F. The-maximi
boreation capability rtquirsement occurs fom fall poweroequilibrium
d tenna
cenditions and
requires the enuivalent of either 12,200 gallons f 7875 ppm borated water fram the borWic acid
addition system (rAAS)
or 86,700 gallons of -2600ppm boratod water-from the BST. Th
minimum value for-the BAAS of 12,200 gallcns at a conentraation of 7875 ppm bor-on is a lowe-r
value than that shown~ in TS Figure 3.1 1 because the Bases value is the minimum r-equir-ed actualI
value, whereas TS9 Figur e 3. 1 1 shows the minimum indicated value, which was coasnovativcly
incareased to account for instrumnent andchemical analysis toler-ances., The available borated
water volume range and boron concentration range for the Boric Acid Addition System (BAAS),
required to support this boration capability, are provided in the Updated Safety Analysis Report.
The requirements relative to the Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) are provided in Limiting
Condition for Operation (LCO)3.5.4.
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ADDITIONAL CHANGES PREVIOUSLY
REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

PROPOSED BY LETTER
Serial No. Z. &, _.
Date -E[zL9q

BASES
3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS (Continued)
The requir-ement fer a minimu ailable volumfe of 182,778 gallons of borated water iff the BWST
ensurfes the capability fr beraing the RCS to the desired level. The speeified quantity of borated water
is eonsistent with the EC-CS r~equiirements of Specification 3.5.41; therefore, the larger-volumfe of borate
water is spe.ified.
With the RCS temperature below 200 F, one injection system is acceptable without single failure
consideration on the basis of the stable reactivity condition of the reactor and the additional restrictions
prohibiting CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity changes in the event the single injection
system becomes inoperable.
The-b•.mrtirn befen-capability required below 200°F is sufficient to provide a SHUTDOWN MARGIN of
1% Ak/k after xenon decay and cooldown from 200 F to 70°F. This.. nditicn r-equires either-900 gallon s
of 7875 ppm bor-ated water from the BAAS or-3,000 gallons of 2600 ppm borated water-from the BWAST-.
The available borated water volume range and boron concentration range for the BAAS and the BWST.
required to support this boration capability. are provided in the Updated Safety Analysis Report.
The bete
BinThes of the bWST aie net available, and the instruRenUtatioen is calibrated to reflect the
available volume. All of the borri acid addition tank volume is available. The li6.ts on water-volume,
and boron concentration ensur-e a pH value of between 7.0 anld 11.0 of the solution r-ecirculated withint
containment after-a design basis accident. The p3H band mninimizes the evolution of iodine and minaimize
the effect of chloride and caustic stres.
-~~
r-aedng on mechantical systems and components.
The OPERABILITY of one boron injection system during REFUELING ensures that this system is
available for reactivity control while in MODE 6.
3/4.1.3 MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES
The specifications of this section (1) ensure that acceptable power distribution limits are maintained, (2)
ensure that the minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN is maintained, and (3) limit the potential effec.ts of a
rod ejection accident. OPERABILITY of the control rod position indicators is required to determine
control rod positions and thereby ensure compliance with the control rod alignment and insertion limits.
The ACTION statements which permit limited variations from the basic requirements are accompanied
by additional restrictions which ensure that the original criteria are met. For example, misalignment of a
safety or regulating rod requires a restriction in THERMAL POWER. The reactivity worth of a
misaligned rod is limited for the remainder of the fuel cycle to prevent exceeding the assumptions used in
the safety analysis.
The position of a rod declared inoperable due to misalignment should not be included in computing the
average group position for determining the OPERABILITY of rods with lesser misalignments.
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EMERGEN .CYCORE COOLING SYSTEMS
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BASES (ContinuedFOR

Surveillance requirements for throttle valve position stops and flow balance
testing provide assurance that proper ECCS flows will be maintained in the
event of a LOCA. Maintenance of proper flow resistance and pressure drop in
the piping system to each injection point is necessary to: (1) prevent total
pump flow from exceeding runout conditions when the system is in its minimum
resistance configuration,
(2) provide the proper flow split between injection
points in accordance with the assumptions used in the ECCS-LOCA analyses, and
(3) provide an acceptable level of total ECCS flow to all injection points
equal to or above that assumed in the ECCS-LOCA analyses.
Containment Emergency Sump Recirculation Valves DH-9A and DH-9B are de
energized during MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 td preclude postulated inadvertent
opening of the valves in the event of a Control Room fire, which could result
in draining the Borated Water Storage Tank to the Containment Emergency Sump
and the loss of this water source for normal plant shutdown. Re-energization
of DH-9A and OH-98 is permitted on an intermittent basis during MODES 1, 2, 3
and 4 under administrative controls. Station procedures identify the
precautions which must be taken when re-energizing these valves under such
controls.
Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) outlet isolation valves DH-7A and DH-7B are
de-energized during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to preclude postulated inadvertent
closure of the valves in the event of a fire, which could result in a loss of
the availability of the BWST. Re-energization of valves OH-7A and DH-7B is
permi.tted on an intermittent basis during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 under
admifiistrative controls. Station procedures identify the precautions which
must be taken when re-energizing these valves under such controls.
The Decay Heat Isolation Valve and Pressurizer Heater Interlock setpoint is
based on preventing over-pressurization of the Decay Heat Removal System
normal suction line piping. The value stated is the RCS pressure at the
sensing instrument's tap. It,has been adjusted to reflect the elevation
difference between the sensor's location and the pipe of concern.
314.5.4

BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK

The OPERABILITY of the borated water storage tank (BWST) as part of the ECCS
ensures that a sufficient supply of borated water is available for injection
by the ECCS in the event of a LOCA. The limits on the BWST minimum volume and
boron concentration ensure that:
1)

sufficient water is available within containment to permit
recirculation cooling flow to the core following manual switchover
to the recirculation mode,

and
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS
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The reactor will remain at least 1% ak/k subcritical in the cold
condition at 70 F, xenon free, while only crediting 50% of the
control rods' worth following mixing of the BWST and the RCS
water volumes.

These assumptions ensure that the reactor remains subcritical in the cold
condition following mixing of the BWST and the RCS water volumes.
With either the BWST boron concentration or BWST borated water temperature not
within limits, the condition must be corrected in eight hours. The eight hour
limit to restore the temperature or boron concentration to within limits was
developed considering the time required to change boron concentration or
temperature and assuming that the contents of the BWST are still available for
injection.
The bottom 4 inches of the BWST are not available, and the instrumentation is
calibrated to reflect the available volume. The limits on water volume, and
boron concentration ensure a pH value of between 7.0 and 11.0 of the solution
sprayed within the containment after a design basis accident. The pH band
minimizes the evolution of iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and
caustic stress corrosion cracking on mechanical systems and components.
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License Number NPF-3
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Enclosure 2
COMMITMENT LIST
THE FOLLOWING LIST IDENTIFIES THOSE ACTIONS COMMITTED TO BY
DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION IN THIS DOCUMENT. ANY
OTHER ACTIONS DISCUSSED IN THE SUBMITTAL REPRESENT INTENDED
OR PLANNED ACTIONS BY DAVIS-BESSE. THEY ARE DESCRIBED ONLY AS
INFORMATION AND ARE NOT REGULATORY COMMITMENTS. PLEASE
NOTIFY THE MANAGER - REGULATORY AFFAIRS (419-321-8466) AT DAVIS
BESSE OF ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS DOCUMENT OR ANY
ASSOCIATED REGULATORY COMMITMENTS.
COMMITMENTS

DUE DATE

Relocate the requirements of TS 3/4.1.2.8 and
3/4.1.2.9 to the TRM.

No later than the
implementation of the NRC
approved License Amendment
that allows for their removal
from the TS.

